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Editorial
Simon, Francesca & Nerissa
The world around us is in a volatile state, and events move
astonishingly fast. Predicted situations fail to materialize
while we are all unsure of what to expect around the corner.
Since this editorial will be read some time after it is written,
it was hard to settle on a subject that could still be
guaranteed to make sense when it is read. We have
therefore decided to replace our thoughts with those
written by E. B. White, author of many books including
Charlotte’s Web. He received a letter asking him for an
opinion on the bleak future of the human race from a Mr.
Nadeau in 1973. His response seems a wonderful
prescription for dealing with turbulent times:

Sailors have an expression about the weather: they say,
the weather is a great bluffer. I guess the same is true of
our human society—things can look dark, then a break
shows in the clouds, and all is changed, sometimes rather
suddenly. It is quite obvious that the human race has
made a queer mess of life on this planet. But as a people
we probably harbor seeds of goodness that have lain for a
long time waiting to sprout when the conditions are right.
Man's curiosity, his relentlessness, his inventiveness, his
ingenuity have led him into deep trouble. We can only
hope that these same traits will enable him to claw his
way out.
Hang on to your hat. Hang on to your hope. And wind the
clock, for tomorrow is another day.

North Brooklin, Maine
30 March 1973
Dear Mr. Nadeau,
As long as there is one upright man, as long as there
is one compassionate woman, the contagion may spread
and the scene is not desolate. Hope is the thing that is left
to us, in a bad time. I shall get up Sunday morning and
wind the clock, as a contribution to order and
steadfastness.

Sincerely,
E. B. White

PS: Due to space constraints - Pets corner is in kennels
doing some Suduko for the summer but will return!
Simon, Francesca and Nerissa

UPDATE ON THE SYRIAN REFUGEES IN HEREFORDSHIRE
By Jonathan Hopkinson
There are limited details about the Syrian Group. They are a mixture of religions: Christian, atheist and non-observant
Muslims among them (attendance at the local mosque has been lower than expected). Initial feedback seems to
indicate that they are settling in without any immediate problems other than their lack of English Language skills. An
additional homework support group to facilitate learning is being planned. The women meet weekly and use a craft
group to socialise. (Jonathan is trying to source materials and possibly a redundant electric sewing machine for them).
Among the few unaccompanied children in the county are four Eritreans whose main desires are to access confession
and communion in an orthodox church (sadly their language skills at present mean that this has to be in Birmingham)
and to find a Christian youth club where they can play football.
Both groups have been invited to an event at the Pales Quaker meeting House near Llandrindod in July. They will
need funding for transport in order to get to the venue.

Editors:
Simon Tagg,
Francesca Bingham,
Nerissa Wilson
Next Copy Date:
18th August 2017
Email Feedback To:
LeintwardineLife@gmail.com
We welcome all submissions for the Autumn 2017 edition from
local artists and photographers. If you are a sculptor or make
crafts then we will be happy to visit and photograph your skills.
Front cover art: Vase by Andrew Crouch. Photograph by
Matthew Evans.
Byline art for Editorial, Young Readers Book Review,
Seasonal Recipe, Science and Nature, Wetland Ecosystem
Treatment and Council Matters: by Jane Wells
Cartoon artwork by Jane Wells
The Bothy Watercolour by Jane Wells
Heat and Light Solar panel ink drawing by Mark Whittle
The Sand Martins return to Brockley Meadow - migrating 3000 miles from North-west Africa - by Simon Tagg (2017)
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The Long View
Francesca Bingham
Fiddlers Elbow Fish-bar Facelift
Leintwardine’s corner chippy gets new look for next half
century! One of the oldest Leintwardine traditions of many
families is to buy a fresh portion of fish and chips at the
Fiddler’s Elbow on the corner of Rosemary, walk a few
steps to the village green and eat them while deliciously hot
beside the River Teme. Since 1971, when the Fiddler’s
Fish Bar opened, families and workers have made a point
of coming to Leintwardine and sitting on the picnic bench on
summer evenings or busy lunchtimes. As everyone knows,
eating outside gives a sense of occasion to any meal when
it is sunny and summertime.
Another, more recent Leintwardine tradition, introduced with
the renovations at the Sun Inn, has meant winter time is
also catered for in these occasions. Order what you want at
the Fiddler’s Elbow and walk into the Red Bar at the Sun
Inn to wait for the portion to arrive complete with all the
trimmings on the table. These are treasured memories by
Fiddlers Elbow fish bar at ‘peak destruction’ - Dominic Eusden (2017)
many and give our village an attraction that is more than
rather
than
processed meat, the steak and burgers meat
local to Leintwardine. People come from a wide area
comes
from
Andrew Francis in Ludlow, and the fish comes
specifically for the food cooked by Dominic Eusden and
from
Hull.
The
sausages are 72% pork rather than the usual
Linzi Morris.
30% for chip shops. Their weekly fish order has tripled
Dom and Linzi took on the lease in April 2013. In May 2016, since the refit. Altogether, since the refit, business has
grown by 25%. Careful analysis of sales means Dom and
they managed to buy the lease after HSBC came up with
Linzi can adapt and adjust menus accordingly. An
financing. Dom and Linzi persevered with their dream to
run a corner chippie in the face of six refusals by banks that interesting little side bar is that Fridays are still the biggest
day for sales of fish and chips.
kept changing the goal posts. Lucky for us all, because
now, Leintwardine is set to continue this half century
tradition of having great fish and chips.

Linzi Morris puts in a shift to cathartically chisel the old tiles from the wall - Dominic Eusden (2017)

Dom and Linzi are also looking to do more outside catering.
They have done a wedding, and several corporate events.
Ashley Pools, Hightree Barns, Mocktree, and Lower
Buckton accommodations all send folk to the Fiddlers
Elbow, certain that visitors will enjoy the food and the
setting, whether in the Sun Inn or by the Teme.
Since Leintwardine has the most Inland Sea Shanty Group
in the country, which is in such demand they travel all over
to sing, it seems only appropriate to find a Fish and Chip
shop here as well that attracts customers from miles around
to Leintwardine. The chips came before the chords, so with
good will and thanks to Dom and Linzi for continuing a long
tradition that came from Jane, Gary, Bob and Dee, let us all
go down to the Fiddler’s Elbow Fish and Chips for a
summertime treat soon.

Now that they own the lease, Dom and Linzi have been
able to invest in replacing old equipment with new that is
bang up to date. The only way to get a fit for purpose new
range and fryer in was to take a wall down. So, a firm that
does everything with structural engineers, planning, and
shopfitting came in to do the refit. If you saw the bare
bricks at the demolition stage, it is even more remarkable to
see the rapid transformation of the space into a sleek and
comfortable place for both chefs and customers.
The menu was changed in January 2017. Tuesdays have
gluten free options and there are vegetarian menus as well
as the traditional offerings. Dom and Linzi make a point of
using better ingredients, such as chicken breast chunks

Summer 2017

Dom and Linzi; proud proprietors of the best chippy around these parts - Simon Tagg (2017)
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Friends of Leintwardine School and Nursery
Leintwardine School Head Teacher, Mrs
Brandrick, retires in July
By Francesca Bingham
If you go along the footpath by the school yard, you will find
a little orchard, a vegetable garden and green space. Anne
Brandrick has been Head Teacher for 9 years in
Leintwardine. The outdoor garden is one initiative by
Leintwardine School done in partnership with parents that
Mrs Brandrick developed. Children learn by “doing” in this
space. They plant trees and create habitat gardens for
butterflies and insects. A much- loved space, the garden is
now in its second year as part of the Open Gardens
weekend in June. The school is a Silver Eco School, one
step away from Green Flag status. The school Gardening
Club is hugely successful.
Another key development is the Nursery. Classed as
Outstanding by OFFSTED, the Nursery means children
start school with friendships and familiarity in place.
Parents come from all over and it is this emphasis on
parents and their contribution to a child’s development
which is one of the main strengths of the school under Mrs
Brandrick. The Sand Tots group has a strong presence
and for anyone passing by the front gate, the sense of fun
and welcome comes across.

Leintwardine School are incredibly supportive and enable a
huge diversity of artists, musicians, and county wide cultural
activities through their fundraising, to come to the school.
Mrs Brandrick believes in offering children a sense of the
world beyond the village and playground. Local people
come to events at the school such as the Barbeque and
also to sew and read with children. The children sing at the
Evergreen Christmas lunch, enter the Leintwardine
Community Library writing competition, and participate in
the Leintwardine Players’ pantomime.
Leintwardine is a village
with a school. Many
other villages lost their
schools and all that
entails to the loss of
social capital. Mrs
Brandrick, we join with
parents and children as
Leintwardine villagers to
thank you for your
dedication and wish
you well in your B
and B in
Adforton.

Connection and openness to the village is another of the
goals that Mrs Brandrick has nurtured. The Friends of

Little Leintwardine Nursery
Spring Term News
We have had a busy Spring Term, settling in our new
children with ages ranging from 2 – 4 years.

Parents and Tots group continues to be very popular. This
group meets every Wednesday morning from 9 – 11a.m.
Julie Jukes hosts the event and sets up really interesting
creative crafts for children and parents to make. The
children have the use of the school hall with plenty of room
to play.

During term time the Nursery also operates as a breakfast
club (8a.m. – 9a.m.), and Funzone (3.30p.m. – 5.30p.m.)
For children aged 3 -11. This wrap around care is
essential for working parents. Hannah and Karen look
after Funzone where on specific nights of the week they
have a cooking club and a gardening club. Other nights
children can choose to play games outdoors or in the
Funzone room. These clubs are very popular and the
Funzone attended a ‘First Saturday’ at the Community
Centre at the beginning of April. We very much appreciate children have a really fun time learning new skills.
the support of our local community and really enjoy
meeting everyone.
The gardening club has started early this year to prepare
the School and Nursery gardens so that they are looking
On Saturday 8th April the annual Easter Egg Hunt took
lovely for the annual open gardens event in Leintwardine
place in the grounds of Leintwardine School. Lots of
in June. – We are looking forward to meeting you!
children from Nursery and School took part in the hunt
which ended with the children being given some chocolate
as a reward! Parents and friends supported this event and Our Nursery is now at maximum numbers for the summer
term – we can’t squeeze any more little people in!
a pleasant time was had spent eating cake and drinking
tea! Fundraising events like this help to pay for new
We are holding our annual open afternoon on Thursday 22
resources within Nursery.
June 2017 from 2p.m... All welcome – please come along
and find out what we do.

At the end of term, Jackqui and her staff met with parents
of children who attend Nursery and who will be joining the
primary school in September. The evening event
suggested tasks to parents that they may want to work
with their children to get them school ready – such as
being more independent when dressing, etc.
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Youth Group
Members of the Leintwardine Youth Group

Contact details:
Karen (07773 580 939)
Room 9, Leintwardine Community Centre,
Leintwardine, Shropshire SY7 0LB. Tel: 01547 540 772
We are always looking for more volunteers. No permanent

LYG sessions run from 4pm – 8pm every Tuesday
Entry is FREE

commitment needed, just a couple of hours now and then Website:
would make a big difference.
LYG91210.wordpress.com
VOLUNTEERING CAN BE FUN
JOIN IN THE LYG SUCCESS STORY NOW!

Summer 2017

Email:
letwdineyouthgroup@gmail.com, k393f@btinternet.com
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Young Readers Book Review
Miss Amelia Evans
Book Review for “Mio’s Kingdom” by Astrid
Lindgren

between these two characters and the terrifying journey to
Sir Kato’s castle where battle commences.

Written by Miss Amelia Evans (aged 11)

It is a good read because it is really gripping and a good
adventure story, a real page turner. I recommend this and
other books by Astrid Lindgren who wrote several books for
older and younger children.

This is an adventure story. The main
characters are Mio, an adopted boy who
does not know his father until the story
unfolds and the evil Sir Kato. The evil Sir
Kato ruined Faraway Land and terrorizes
all the people there, giving them hearts of
stone and other bad things.
The book is about how Mio comes to
Faraway Land to do what is foretold about
him…..The story is about the struggle

Thanks for a fabulous book review
Amelia, I might read this myself!
If you are aged 8-18 then email your
book review to:
LeintwardineLife@gmail.com
Miss Amelia Evans - By Simon Tagg (2017)

A New Plan For The Future

Our Library, Our Future
The library is a vibrant part of our parish. We have
achieved so much since local volunteers started running
the library. The library is now open 70% more hours. And
library use is up by 13%. We want to do more and go
further with our library. We need your help to do this,
please! Your backing is very important to us whether you
join the Library Friends (FOLCL), visit the library to borrow
some books or CDs, or just drop in to use the free Wi-Fi.
We are now looking for more volunteers to join us and help
maintain and improve what we do to ensure that the library
provides the services we need. So, if you have a few
hours to spare a month please get in touch with Annette
Judges annette.judges@btinternet.com or call at the library
and give your name and details to anyone on duty. No
previous experience of libraries is required, but a love of
books and finding pleasure in simply meeting people
would be an advantage. In return you will join a great
bunch of people and have some fun.
World Book Night In Leintwardine

It’s a fact that libraries help make communities stronger
and healthier. We are pleased with what we have
achieved, but we are not complacent. We need to do more
to reach those who don’t use the library, so that they get
the benefit. So, we have developed a new plan, to do that.
We intend to explore with local schools, the local NHS, and
local voluntary organisations (for example the Youth
Group, Evergreens) how we might work more closely
together. We want to know what you think about the plan
please, and if you have any ideas or suggestions. You can
view the plan on a new website for Herefordshire library
supporters groups at http://www.librariesforlife.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2017/04/SP-17-19-draft-v-2-amended.pdf

Please take a few minutes to look at it, and tell us what
you think. Send your thoughts to
mark.ferrero@btinternet.com

Make sure our voice is heard! If you aren’t a member of
FOLCL please do join to-day. It only costs £5 per year;
less if you join
as a couple.

At the Book Night party on April 22nd in the
Community Centre, the prizes for the winners of the
FOLCL Young Writers Competition were awarded to
children in three separate categories. In Leintwardine
Primary School Matthew Stead won Gold. In Wigmore
Primary School Harry Veal won Gold. In the Over 11s
from Wigmore and Leintwardine, Felicity Preston won
Gold. Well done for a fine selection of stories from all
the contestants.
STOP PRESS: The FOLCL Annual General Meeting will
be on Weds 5th July at 6.00pm in the Reading Room.
Non-members welcome.

Anne Cottringer and Jez Friswell - Simon Tagg (2017)

E-mail: patrick.orton@btinternet.com
or pick up a form at the library.

Library opening hours
Tuesdays:
Thursdays:
Every First Saturday
Every Third Saturday
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10.00 – 16.30
14.00 – 16.30
10.00 – 12.30
14.00 – 16.30

For details of membership, please contact FOLCL
Secretary Mark Ferrero on:
mark.ferrero@btinternet.com
01547 540627
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Arts & Crafts
Patrick Orton
Summer Stargazing
By Patrick Orton
On 15th June, Saturn will be opposite
the sun in our skies (“at opposition” in
astronomer lingo). This means it will
be at its nearest and brightest for the
whole year, shining as brightly as the
prominent stars Arcturus and Vega.
Unfortunately, it will be very low in the
sky, and best seen around 1am, if you
are still up. Look due South to find it.
Jupiter will lie to the West of it, also
very low in the sky, but much brighter,
even though it is long past opposition
and heading towards its conjunction
with the sun in October. Saturn takes
This is how the sky will look at 1am on June 16 - courtesy of the remarkably good and free package “Cartes du Ciel”
just over 29 years to orbit the sun, so
if you are very patient, you will be able to see it at its best in August sees the peak of the Perseids meteor shower, but
about 15 years’ time, when it will be at opposition high up in unfortunately it clashes with a moon just a few days past full
a mid-winter sky.
(7th August), so all but the brightest meteors will be lost to
moonlight. You may have better luck with the Delta-Aquarid
Notice also the trio of bright stars above: Deneb, Vega and meteor shower on 29th July – fewer meteors, but much less
Altair – these are very prominent in the night sky on summer interference from moonlight this year.
evenings, and are known collectively as “The Summer
Triangle, despite belonging to three different constellations: If there is anything about the night sky you would like to see
Deneb is part of Cygnus (The Swan), Vega is in Lyra (The
featured or explained in Leintwardine Life, drop an e-mail
Harp), and Altair is in Aquila (The Eagle).
to: leintwardineskies@gmail.com
SHAKEFEST TWO : A MAN’S WORLD?
By Nerissa Wilson

For a second year, the Leintwardine Players acted out scenes from Shakespeare. For this performance they explored
the relationship between men and women, in scenes which were sometimes hilarious, and occasionally tragic. The
members of the large audience could have sat there all night being entertained by the players, who took on the parts of
characters young and old and made us believe in them. It is extraordinary how a group of actors with a couple of props,
reading from their scripts from a rudimentary stage, can create the magic of the theatre. In two passionate exchanges,
the first ever on stage kisses by the Players, from Antony and Cleopatra and then Beatrice and Benedick, were handled
with aplomb, possibly because the partners in each embrace are in fact married in real life. Lord Capulet bullied Juliet
with icy ferocity, Kings Lear and Pericles sank into the depths of despair and took us with them, and the silly antics in
Much Ado about Nothing made us laugh out loud. Director Pauline Kenward knows her Shakespeare inside out, and
can bring out the best in all her actors. Hopefully, the Shakefest will return every year, and become a firm tradition in the
village.

Stitch and Biscuits
By Francesca Bingham
The Leintwardine Stitchers is a creative forum for laughter
and handwork of all kinds. They meet every fortnight; first
TUES of the month from 2-4 in THE SUN INN and fourth
WED of month in Reading room at 7:00 - 9:00pm. Phi
Evans, Marjorie Turner, Annette Judges, Karen Blake,
Janet Rix, Fiona Taylor, and Barbara Roberts are here on
the April meeting in the Reading Room.
Join in with a project of your own, these can be tiny, like
felted animals or throws for two. Help is always at hand.
Here, the stitchers are doing tapestry, counted stitch work,
drawn thread work, knitting, and crocheting.

Summer 2017

For details - Janet Rix on 01547 540171
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Seasonal Recipe - Summer 2017
Ian Bingham
GOING ON A PICNIC

Coleslaw

Summer means expeditions and adventures. A picnic
can be whatever you want, elaborate or a snack. They
are always a feast. Simply, the quest for a suitable,
evocative, panoramic or sheltered spot works up the
appetite, even if that place is at the end of the garden.
Energy is needed. Outdoor air enhances whatever you
eat. Here is a suggested gastronomic odyssey from
waking up to adventuring out and returning home.
Unless you go out, you cannot experience the happiness
of coming home.

Ingredients (subtract and add to taste)

BREAKFAST

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

½ white or red cabbage
3 sticks of celery
2 carrotts
I apple
Dates
Sunflower seeds
Walnuts – small handful
Olives are nice too
Method

Cut all up to size as you like. Mix with vinaigrette. Mix in
Protein is the Point; so all right on the bacon, eggs,
mushrooms and tomatoes, marmalade, porridge, yoghurt 2 tbsps mayonnaise with 1 of yoghurt. Mix in to slaw.
and berries. A green smoothie is good. I enjoy potion
making with the blender. It is just a very creative feeling
Grain Salad
to press the button on a bunch of ingredients and pour
out the result. Make one up that works for you and
Method
what’s available in the fridge and garden that morning. I
do this one often.
Boil quinoa or rice or lentils. Add olives, herbs,
cucumber, pepper for instance.
Green Smooth Energy
Then, if you want an energy bar to go with the main meal,
simply melt some chocolate and stir in the nuts and
Ingredients
raisins you like. Or, mix up a trail mix of nuts, raisins,
● ½ pear
dried fruit to your own taste.
● ½ apple
● Herbs – like parsley, lovage, fennel, mint
What is wonderful about picnics is there is NO recipe to
● Spoonful or two of yoghurt
follow. There are so many ways to approach the
● Stick of celery
moment.
● ¼ cucumber
● Nub of chopped ginger
● Sprinkle of cinnamon
● Spoon of protein powder
● Soy, coconut, or almond milk – or apple juice
and coconut water
● 1 tsp of honey or maple syrup
Method
Put it in the blender and press the
magic button.
LUNCH
What I return to all the time for a picnic is a
variation of coleslaw and a source of protein.
The protein could be boiled eggs, cheese,
tofu or grains and seeds.

A summertime feast - Ian Bingham (2017)
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Science & Nature
George Cebo & John Voysey
Hedgerow Observations
By George Cebo
When some local fly tipping was cleared recently, some
barred feathers and sharp talons were left . Not sufficient
for a Post Mortem, but enough to make the Old Blue Light
flicker. The Lamp has been switched off for some time now,
but dead bodies are still brought to the door for investigation.
Otters go off to Cardiff University for Post Mortem, while
adult buzzards, cause of death not known, are sent to the
Bird of Prey Monitoring Scheme at the Centre for Ecology
and Hydrology, Lancaster. They will look at other birds
such as Heron and Kingfisher.
The examination will look at possible cause of death, life
history, endoparasites, pesticide/rodenticide poisoning.
Nothing is wasted. Tissues are taken and archived for
analyses. For Health and Safety reasons, you are advised
not to handle these dead creatures with your bare hands
and do not let your dog near any suspicious carcase. Seek
help from a Vet if a dog has already done so.
There are still mysteries up the hill, when filling sacks with
Becks green glass bottles, Stella Artois drink cans, Costa
Coffee cups, it is noticed that the Deer’s two slot hooves

follow. When feeling awareness, turning slowly in the
woodland, to face a Stag watching what I was doing, where
I was going. The animal was not afraid, just curious.
You can develop this awareness. Be calm and quiet. Do
not stare. I have sat on the ground in woodland, back
resting on a tree, after hours looking for a Goshawk, as part
of a Forestry Study. I’ve become aware and looked up into
the branches into the eyes of the Goshawk that had
decided to slip silently through the trees to see what I was
doing. Not afraid, just nosey. I have been watched by
foxes,
otters, a
wild cat;
they are
looking
all the
time,
making
sure that
we are
safe and
well…
Burrington ramble - Phil Simpkins (2017)

The Jackdaws of Leintwardine
By John Voysey
One of the delights of moving into the ‘metropolis’ after a
long spell of living deep in the countryside, has been the
reaquaintance with Jackdaws as neighbours. Some may
feel that any member of the crow family, especially those
wearing funereal black, is a bird of omen , to be feared
and with a reputation for thieving and a taste for eggs and
sheep’s eyes. Each species of course have very different
characters and behaviour and we judge them in our own
lights.

My favourite corvid though, if we are allowed favourites to
go with our prejudices, is the little bright-eyed jackdaw, the
‘grey-pated crow’ and leading actor in the Ingoldsby legend
of “The Jackdaw of Rheims”. The bird’s predilection for
bright objects can lead to trouble, so watch your bling girls.
When cleaning out a nest of their sticks once, down came
many a brightly coloured road-tax disc from the car of the
previous owner of our house. The conversion of many a
Leintwardine house from solid fuel to heating oil has no
doubt increased the ‘housing stock’ for these birds.

Ravens are the heavyweights with a folklore of their own.
The explosion of their population within the Welsh Marches
has been a phenomenon of the past forty years. “One for
sorrow, two for mirth….” is a magpie rhyme well-known
since childhood.
Rooks, in their plus-fours, strutting over plough-land and
keeping a great conversation with each other are known
for their huge roosts, rookeries and, yes, mess. Their
appetite for agricultural pests is to be applauded and rook
pie, as tasted in the Sun Inn, makes little dent in their
numbers.
A Leintwardine Jackdaw - Simon Tagg (2017)

The carrion crow, a good name for its table manners,
attracts much odium; they get up too early, go to bed too
late and sit around all day just watching. As for their
vocabulary…
On the cliffs and mountains of West Wales, seek out the
jolly carmine-beaked chough, the ballet dancer of the
gusts and with onomatopoeic name.

Summer 2017

As a result, they are all over town, invariably in pairs. They
stick together like apprentice Darbys and Joans. They
also join in the great social gatherings with rooks prior to
sundown, for a tumbling fly-past and a recounting, no
doubt, of the day’s activities; serious bonding. Then off to
roost together, more ‘daws’ than rooks, a vital interspecific melding of needs. A message for us mortals? By
day they’re back in the fields hoping to be the ‘early bird’.
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Alternative Energy…
Annette and Bob Judges
HEAT AND LIGHT AT KINTON FARM
By Annette and Bob Judges

● Ground source heat pump
● Air source heat pump.

When we moved in to Kinton Farm nearly 7 years ago, we
wanted to create a warmer house with lower carbon use;
and to do this without too much expense over time.

The latter two work best with underfloor heating which is not
really viable in an old “leaky” house. Other disadvantages of
the heat pump were that air source is noisy and bulky; and
ground source is a large investment.

Our first step was pretty straightforward. Soon after we
moved in solar panels were installed in the garden. Not on
the roof because we thought there was no point adding to
the strain on old timbers and spoiling the look of the building.
An advantage of the garden location was the panels facing
due south, so generating more electricity. Benefits are
income from the electricity generated and sold to the grid,
and using some of the electricity directly which reduces the
amount of our electricity bills. Disadvantages of the panel’s
garden location consisted of the costs of building a
framework to support the panels and trenches to take the
wiring back to the generation meter.

We wanted a system that “looked after itself” as much as
possible (i.e. like oil or gas but without the carbon use). This
meant Biomass was the best option with the pellets being
delivered by tanker, stored in a large purpose built hopper
and automatically sent to the boiler. Such a system was
also able to support extra radiators in the kitchen (to replace
the heat previously provided by the Rayburn). Running
costs are cheaper than oil, but the boiler does need
occasional do-it-yourself extra cleaning to remove dust.
Installation was subsidised by Renewable Heat Incentive
payments from the government.

We also increased the insulation in the house, initially in the
loft space and floors; and then on some of the north facing
walls. The other steps to help reduce heat loss were to
install some new efficient windows, again on the north side
of the house and adding an insulated ceiling to the
conservatory.

Finally, we kept the existing excellent wood burner in the
sitting room. We are gradually planting more trees with the
aim of becoming self-sufficient in wood.

The most difficult decision was a new method for heating
and hot water, and also for cooking as the
existing system was powered by an oil fired
Rayburn range. Electricity was the only real
option for cooking (with some use of
electricity from the panels). For heating
and hot water the options were:
● Biomass (small pellets made from waste wood)
● Wood

How does the ground source heat pump work at the community centre?
By Mike Collins
In 2007 a ground source heat pump system was installed in the local community centre during the renovation and
refurbishment of the building.
In the United Kingdom, regardless of the air temperature at the ground surface, the temperature of the earth at 2
metres depth remains at 10 degrees Celsius. In a GSHP system, water containing anti-freeze is pumped from the heat
pump into a ground main where it absorbs heat from the earth. The
ground main fluid returns to the heat pump at a temperature of 10
degrees .Refrigerant in the heat pump is decompressed and absorbs
heat from the ground main. The refrigerant in the heat pump is then
recompressed and transfers heat into the central heating main. The
cooled water in the ground main is recycled back into the earth to
absorb more heat,
The ground mains feeding the heat pumps were installed in the car park.
To minimise disturbance of the car park surface the mains were
installed in four 100 metre deep boreholes.
A further addition to the thermal efficiency of the building was the
provision of a glazed front porch to the building which, as a result of
solar gain provides a warm and welcoming entrance.
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Leintwardine community centre - Mike Collins (2017)
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…in Leintwardine
Richard Smith
ENERGY ON THE FARM
By Richard Smith

Farms soak up energy in many forms and then,
historically, regurgitate it in the form of food for others to
digest and produce their energy to go about their daily
tasks.

uses waste products and provides a break crop on its
own farm is it any better than a unit allowing the break
crop to move from farm to farm, helping in that way the
production of wheat? There remain a number of grey
areas out there, dodging and diving between government
control, economics and agronomy.

Where will energy farms be in 2050? Huge windmills or
baby nuclear reactors? Dirty diesel in the tractors or the
Soaking up rain has been a bit of a problem lately. March physics of using electric motors sorted. What chance a
new fuel? Replace Russian gas with Shropshire wood or
21 saw 30mm of rain, the next six weeks only one good
straw, to centrally heat our housing complexes I hear you
soak of 10mm. Winter barley crops which should be
waving two feet high in a warm wind by early May are in shout. Can we so far from the sea ever use the moon surely tidal power must be used in tomorrow's world.
many cases only inches tall and nearer to brown in
Two
hundred years ago the Teme was a main energy
colour than green. Still as the weather always teaches
provider,
will that increasingly return? It all makes turning
the farmer you can do nowt but carry on and hope it will
grass
into
milk and lamb meat seem relatively simple!
work out in the end. Warm is also an important word
there - I'm sure even the young have put their coats back
on this May.
The sun has shone on many days despite the cold wind
and that is good for the photo-voltaic panels on the barn
roof. German/Chinese engineering coupled with
government supported prices have combined to create
another market for the farm to fill. Will the panels
produce more energy than they used to produce and put
in place? Must check in another 22 years, at least they
do not demand the amount of concrete wind turbines
require. Seems a good use for a roof, but thousands of
units sat on green fields starts a whole different debate.
The Austrians seem good at placing units on all those
acres of ground "wasted" around the roads network, or
the mile of motorway which was a 240 acre farm.
The change that bio-digester plants have brought to
farm cropping is the largest since the emergence of
Oilseed Rape in the 1970's. Hundreds of acres of
maize are now being grown to feed these units,
producing methane to run motors to power generators
to produce electricity. At present maize is a rarity
among crops in that it can be grown year after year on
the same acres without succumbing to an increase in
disease pressure. It does however have the label of a
hungry crop. When grown as feed for your cows it
always had the added bonus of somewhere to spread
all the muck from the cows. In its latest form it utilises
well all the waste from the digester. These were first
presented to me in Europe as nothing more than a
large cows stomach, to be fed in the same sympathetic
way with many of the same inputs, as if it gets tummy
ache the whole process will slow down and can take a
long time to get going again. One thing is sure, you
cannot just dump any old waste in and get quality out.
No difference there then!
Some argue that such use of land is highly
questionable, indeed in Denmark any use of land for
non-food production is strictly controlled. If a digester
Cows in Downton lane - By Richard Smith
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Straw Bale Man
Matthew Lloyd
workshops. Barbara's book, Building with Straw Bales, is
really the only book you need. She has done all the
research and work for you, and distilled this into a simple
By Matthew Lloyd
system suitable for our climate. I sourced the bales from a
nearby farm. Apart from the carpentry, I did the work
After renting an office in Ludlow over a period about 10
years for my work as a graphic designer, I decided to have a myself. Friends and family also pitched in and enjoyed the
experience of building with straw - this is a very accessible
complete change of lifestyle. A key factor in this plan
included the building a straw bale office in my back garden! way of building.

STRAW BALE MAN

I became a member of the Shropshire Hills Sustainable
business scheme, created by the Shropshire Hills Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty Partnership. The group nurtures
sustainable business practice, for example by using local
suppliers, minimising energy use, and working with
communities. To this end I decided to build an office at my
home, and do so as sustainably as possible.
I resolved to design a studio that could double up as a play
room, spare bedroom and design office. I very much wanted
the whole family to enjoy the project and was determined to
find a material that we could all work with. After looking at
Straw bale studio construction - By Matthew Lloyd
various possible ways to do this I attended a cob oven
The build took me nearly 18 months from doing the
workshop to learn about building with earth, and then a
drawings, through digging the soil for the rammed earth
straw bale building workshop. Straw bales offer many
footings to lighting the wood burning stove, mostly because
incredible advantages over conventional building methods:
I worked evenings and weekends on the project. If I had
they are easy to work with, build quickly, exceed building
regulations for thermal insulation and fire hazard, are 100% been able to work five days a week then it would have
taken around six months.
sustainable, capture CO2 and have a very attractive, cosy
look to them.
The studio performs incredibly well .The windows are
double glazed, the floor and roof are well insulated using
seconds from Kingspan, and it is oriented so it benefits
from winter sun. The deck on the front is fabulous for
enjoying the sunshine, and the green roof provides a
steady supply of wild strawberries".

Straw bale studio construction - By Matthew Lloyd

Although the project did not require planning permission, I
did obtain it. The fact that it was to be made from straw was
not an issue - planners are looking at the size and use of
your project more than what it is made from. I did much of
my research online, but was inspired by a talk given by
Barbara Jones of Amazonails, and attended one of her

Completed straw bale studio - By Matthew Lloyd

FOOD BANK
By Merry Morris
Some in the Village do not know that there is a collection point for food and household goods in the church. There are
boxes at the back of the church where you can leave your donations. These are delivered regularly to Leominster and
much appreciated by the recipients. Tinned and packaged food (in date) as well as toilet items are welcome but not
fresh vegetables as these are purchased locally by the Leominster Food bank staff. People in Leintwardine and surrounding villages , since the start of the scheme, have been amazingly generous and this is one small way in which we
can help those who are less able to support themselves.
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Forest Gardening
Jonathan Catling
Forest Gardening

Forest Gardens are a way of maximising small spaces and
are a way of increasing food security.

By Jonathan Catling

The book contains sixteen case studies as well as analysis
Saturday 22nd April saw a book launch at Wheatstone. and a chapter on how to create your own Forest Garden.
Forest Gardening in Practice has been written by one of the
Forest Gardening in Practice is published by Permanent
residents, Tomas Ramirez.
Publications and is priced at £25. It can be ordered through
Castle Book Shops in Ludlow.
Forest gardening involves growing trees and shrubs for
fruit and nuts while encouraging plants for herbs and
edible flowers. Within a given space distance between
trees is maximised so as to give as much room as
possible for shrubs and plants. In the this way the
soil is utilised and protected from erosion.
One of the developers of the Forest Gardening
was Robert Hart at Wenlock Edge. On travelling to
India he noticed home gardens were a “food
Jungle”; crowded oases full of different food
sources from generations old trees and
shrubs. On his return he set out to
replicate this biodiversity on his own land.
Tomas has talked to people involved in
forest gardens in Europe and the USA.
He noticed in the literature on the subject
a gap for a book on the human stories
associated with forest gardening. How do
forest gardens facilitate the lives of their
creators?

Happy Birthday Miss Lucinda Romilly OBE

Robert Hart and his book - Simon Tagg (2017)

and beauty. She was sitting out in her wheelchair, gaining great
pleasure from her surroundings, when I arrived to see her.

By Nerissa Wilson (Information From Richard Sudworth)

Miss Lucinda Romilly - By Nerissa Wilson (2017)

Although she is not mobile, Lucinda Romilly has recovered from
a stroke suffered last November, survived a nasty fall, and is now
On the 13th of August, 2017, Lucinda Romilly will be one
downstairs and busy for many hours a day. She loves Sudoku,
hundred years old. She has seen and done a great many things
follows the horse racing and the Antiques Road Show, likes to
in that long stretch of time, and made such a contribution to her
watch cricket and loves tennis. Her great favourites are Djokovic
generation that she received an OBE in recognition of her
and Nadal. There are no dogs now, although she always had a
achievements.
Pekinese or a Stafforshire bull terrier for company until recently,
and she is very attached to donkeys. She has been happy with
Joining the First Aid Nursing Yeomanry at the age of 22, led her life in Leintwardine but shares the anger of many residents at
into years as a driver during the Second World War and
the increasing build up of noise from lorries barrelling down the
subsequently took her to India, Singapore and Hong Kong. We
High Street outside Harbourne House. Miss Lucinda Romilly
talked about those days, but they are now summed up neatly as
OBE is a woman very much at ease in her elegant rooms,
being “a long time ago”. When she was demobbed, she was
surrounded by furniture that has travelled with her through her
able to spend four months in New Zealand with one of her sisters, life, and cared for by Linda Morris, the housekeeper who joined
who lived there, and eventually had four daughters. Although her her at Harbourne House 35 years ago.
sister has now sadly died, the whole family are all still very much
in the forefront of her mind and affection.
For the next weeks,
she will be busy
For many years after her return to England, Miss Romilly worked planning her party,
for St. John’s Ambulance Brigade, ending her career as St.
to be held in her
John’s Ambulance Brigade Deputy Superintendent in Chief in
beautiful garden, on
London. As one of five siblings, she is very close to all her family, August 12th. She
and lived during her mother’s life time with her in Tunbridge
has family travelling
Wells. After her retirement in 1984, having a sister, Jane Calvert, from as far away as
living in Wetmore, she moved to be near her. There were family
New Zealand to
connections stretching back to the family home in Bodenham, so drink her toast on
Herefordshire was a return to the county of her early days. With the day, and I am
her brother Simon, Miss Romilly purchased Harbourne house a
sure that everyone
full 35 years ago, and set about making a garden full of variety
in the village wishes
her a very happy 100th birthday, and many returns of the day.
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Wetland Ecosystem Treatment
Emma Gorbutt
Three Years On…
Update on Wheatstone House WET System

creations. The added bonus is the more we cut the willow,
the more stems it grows, the more waste it sucks up and
the more efficient the system becomes.

It feels longer than 3 years since we had our Wetland
Ecosystem Treatment (WET) system installed, in the
summer of 2014 to deal with our sewage. The diggers and
dumpers moving backwards and forwards through the yard,
reshaping the land create a series of swales and a large
finishing pond to purify the out flow from the new septic tank,
now seems a distant memory.
Later in year one plants get bigger - By Emma Gorbutt

Jay Abrahams of Biologic Design who designed and
constructed our WET system has created a way of dealing
with the out flow of the septic tank, with no mechanical input
and minimum effort from us, whilst providing useful outputs,
such as the willow and a diverse wetland habitat. One
question you may be asking is does it smell?!

Construction - By Emma Gorbutt

Today the waste water oozes happily between the swales,
where well established aquatic and marginal plants - reeds,
rushes and sedges, alongside willow trees, suck unwanted
waste from the water, purifying it, so by the last pond it can
re enter the land drain which runs round the edge of our
land.

Year two flowering flag iris

It really doesn't and it is a pleasant place to sit on the
bench and take in the lush vista, watching the
changing seasons come and go.

Year one young plants becoming established - By Emma Gorbutt

The willow grows tall and strong each year and has now
been cut back twice creating armfuls of brightly colored
stems, ready to be made in to baskets and other woven

NUISANCE CALLS
Information: Jonathan Hopkinson
We are all keen to stop intrusive, and sometimes
cunningly disguised, nuisance calls but some companies
offer blocking services that are actually useless. You need
to be very sure that you have a reliable company
providing you with the service, and we do understand that
Residential Electronics and Telecommunications LTD,
based in Bournemouth, is one to avoid.
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Year three lush environment - By Emma Gorbutt

A local resident has been contacted recently by someone
from CT Review and Claim, who operate out of Glasgow,
who says that they are an agent of the council, and can
initiate a review of the resident’s council tax band for a fee
of £79.00. Although this is not strictly illegal, it is clearly
exploitative. You can contact the council yourself for free.
It is possible to set up a scheme especially for the elderly
confused which enables relatives or a trusted third party
to screen calls. This can offer protection from scammers
and save unwanted contacts. One company that is
reliable is trueCall.
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Health & Wellbeing
Paul Oatley
The Journey to the Bothy
by Paul Oatley
A local organization called Friends of St Mary Magdalene,
usually shortened to (FOMM), was set up in 2009. Along
with the protection and repair of the fabric of the building of
St. Mary Magdalene, part of FOMM’s purpose was to
encourage the use of the Church as a community facility.
An important step in its development for wider use as a
space for concerts and events, was the addition of a toilet.
FOMM decided, as one of their first tasks, to convert the
building known as the bothy, which stands in the
churchyard a few yards from the Church porch, for this
purpose.
The first documentary records of the Bothy that have been
found, relating to these former almshouses, are from the
mid-nineteenth century, but the building is of a much earlier
date, probably seventeenth century. Until the midnineteenth century, the almshouses were approached
from Church Street along a lane known as Rabbit Skin
Alley. It appears that the surviving building, which is
divided into two rooms, is all that remains of a block
which once contained four almshouses. The names of
any of the occupants or when the rooms were last
occupied, is unknown. For at least the last 50 years
the building has been used as a general storage area.
The construction, as it survives today, is of pegged
timbers with brick infill, under a stone tiled roof. In 1987,
the Bothy was listed by English Heritage as a Grade II
building (they referred to it as a Cottage).
By 2010, water ingress was serious and a local builder
was hired by FOMM to restore the roof using Colley
Weston stone tiles. FOMM then undertook a number of
fundraising events to raise sufficient funds to convert
one of the almshouses into a toilet. In 2013, FOMM
started the protracted and somewhat difficult process
of obtaining the necessary building approvals from the

Church Diocese and Herefordshire Council. With many
hiccups along the way, these were finally obtained in 2016.
Work commenced last year on the installation of a chemical
toilet. Robert Wells (Churchwarden), however, was able to
obtain a generous donation from the Severn Waste
Environment Fund and a smaller donation from the All
Churches Trust. This allowed for a flushing toilet and
adherence to the strict restoration requirements of the
Diocese. After the years of time and dogged perseverance
of all those involved in the process, this was a hugely
satisfactory result for everyone concerned.
The Bothy toilet is now up and running and was first used in
March 2017. There will be a formal opening by our Rector
as part of a service on the 2nd July at 9.30am.
This project was only possible through the sterling efforts
of many people , especially the FOMM committee, Robert
Wells, Mark Disley and Priscilla Harriman, who agreed to
have the Bothy waste water pipe connected, through her
garden, to her own drainage system.

The Bothy - Watercolour by Jane Wells (2017)

A commercial company Pharmacy2U are sending out
flyers to patients advertising their service. This service is
not available to this Practice as they are unable to send
At the last PPG meeting, Lisa Bradley, Manager from
electronic prescriptions. Should you be considering taking
WISH (wellbeing information and signposting service) gave up this offer you need to be aware:
a talk about this service which was set up in February
2016 and is a three year funded project. It is a ‘one stop
● Once you sign up you cannot change your mind
shop’ for health and wellbeing. Information held in the
and come back to the surgery to collect your
WISH directory, includes everything from Advocacy to
medication.
Zumba as well as comprehensive information about how
● If you need medication for an urgent problem e.g.
to access care and support from Children’s or Adult
antibiotics you will have to go to a chemist.
Services in the county. There is a full time manned
● We cannot send prescriptions electronically to
service based in Hereford library, but they also come to
Pharmacy2U - our systems are incompatible.
Leominster every fortnight. They are also happy to talk to
● It is our ability to dispense that keeps our branch
local groups.
surgeries open

Mortimer Medical Practice
Patient Participation Group (PPG)

The aim is to keep people as independent as possible.
Social isolation is their most frequent enquiry. You can
access information on their website:
www.WISHHerefordshire.org or by phoning 01432 383880

Summer 2017

The next PPG meeting is June 13th. If anyone has any
issues or concerns they would like discussed at this
meeting let us know.
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Notes From Burrington
Angie Thomas and Nerissa Wilson
Burrington Ramble Event
By Angie Thomas (on behalf of the Burrington Ramble
team)

surroundings. We’d like to thank everyone who came along
to support the event – particularly local people who turned
out in what looked like ominous weather as well as guests
and visitors from rambling clubs and villages afar.

Burrington welcomed people from near and far to its
inaugural ‘Burrington Ramble event’ on May 1st Bank
Holiday. As a community we enjoyed pulling together to
organise this event (lead admirably by Annie Ewing) –
everyone from the village who was available and fit helped
out and really enjoyed hosting and showing off our

The ramble was planned primarily as a community event but
it also raised funds for the Burrington Community Project
linked to St. George’s church. We will be running the event
again next year on May 1st – with new walks, music and a
few surprises! Fingers crossed for good weather next year!

A view from the ramble - By Nicky Davies (2017)

May Day In Burrington
By Nerissa Wilson
Rain came down all morning on May the 1st. It was grey
and chilly outside, with a feeling more like Winter than
Spring. Then just as we pulled out our coats and scarves
before setting off for the fete at Burrington, the clouds
dissolved and the sun came dazzling down on to the wet
leaves and grass.
The land where we parked was steep and slippery, but not
so much that the wheels of the cars spun and stuck. The
field by the church, held a group of stalls, some with tents
for cover, selling cake and plants and knitwear to families
with dogs and couples in full walking gear. Three small
lambs nibbled at the grass, waiting to be named by a lucky
winner at 20p a go. A harp and violin played sweetly in
the middle of the space. In the midst of the fluctuating
crowd, the church stood serenely and took its central
place. The scene was timeless.

Annie Ewing and Helen Wilding - By Nicky Davies (2017)

long and winding road at Bringewood, a building now
functioning as a self catering complex. From that vantage
point, groups fanned out in various directions, taking the
hard way or the gentle paths. Families and couples crisscrossed the landscape, pausing to speak with
acquaintances as they went. They could have stepped out
of a Jane Austen novel.
The weather came and went, and people eventually
wandered off to their cars and left. They had been given a
very simple but complete treat of a day, and the church
roof gained almost £800 towards its repair.

Even more out of time were the many walks in the hills
above the village, some of which were open especially for
the day. A map was available from the entrance gate by
the Church. Soup and cake were on hand at the end of a
Burrington Village Fête - By Simon Tagg (2017)
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Going to Pot
Councillor Richard Edwards and Nerissa Wilson
Road Talk
By Councillor Richard Edwards
It has been around a year since I was encouraged to join
the Leintwardine Parish Council by Chairman Mike Collins
after he was on the receiving end of a couple of
complaints from me regarding the excessive speed of
vehicles driving along the High Street. My brief since being
a Parish Councillor has been to activate a coherent plan. I
have had several on-site meetings with Ian Connelly from
Leominster's Traffic Concern. We asked if it was possible
to form a Community Speed Watch Programme where
three volunteers would monitor vehicles' speeds through
the village. However, before this could be actioned, it was
necessary to have a speed monitoring camera installed for
seven consecutive days so that readings could be
analysed. It was discovered that the average speed of
vehicles driving on the High Street was 37 mph, which was
deemed to be too high for the volunteers to safely take
part in the monitoring exercise. So the exercise was
scrapped. We were then informed that if we wanted police
officers to attend to monitor and prosecute drivers
exceeding the 30 mph limit, it would require a TRO (Traffic
Regulation Order). In order to have this, three 30mph
repeater signs would have to be removed, a bizarre
request I thought, but we did it. We were then advised that
once the TRO was in force, we would have regular
attendances by Leominster Police with initially four visits in
the first month, gradually reducing to perhaps one a month.

Cyclists Beware!

It has been about eight months since the TRO was applied
and we have had only two attendances! This resulted in
just one prosecution. In my personal opinion, the only way
to stop traffic speeding through the village is to have
regular visits from police officers on the High Street. A new
initiative is now being formulated by the Chairman of the
Parish Council.
Potholes
This is a major concern for all drivers, particularly in
Herefordshire, I regret to say. This must surely be one of
the worst counties in the country regarding potholes. In
our area, the road budget has been cut again this year, so
there is very little prospect of things improving, I regret to
say. You may or may not be aware that a reported pothole
has to be initially inspected to determine if it is of the
correct dimensions to need urgent repair.
If it is, it has a white ring painted around it, but then it
can take up to two months to fix it. This is totally
unacceptable, I feel, although once again, as I write, a
new road repair scheme by Balfour Beatty (BB) is in the
process of being implemented. This will, hopefully, enable
BB to act more quickly than in the past. I have reported
several deep ones recently and some have been repaired
and some not. So, please, I urge you, if you see a pothole
that you think needs filling, then contact Herefordshire
Council's website where there is a link to report a problem
concerning potholes OR phone the Council directly on:
01432 261 800 - Roads and Repairs.
of cyclists; all these factors create a situation in which a
serious accident can occur.

Information by Roger Harrison and Tim Hopkins

Roger Harrison points out that the government wants Britain
to get out and exercise and ride their bike instead of taking
Members of the Luctonians Cycle Club, based at Mortimer
the car, but at the moment members of the public who may
Park in Kingsland, regularly ride through Leintwardine.
However, the group is becoming increasingly nervous about be interested in becoming a cyclist or joining a club, feel
reluctant to do so due to the state of the roads and the
the state of the roads in and around the village. Anyone on
hazards they will encounter.
a bike needs to keep an eye out all the time for potholes,
but travel in a group carries even greater hazards.
In Leintwardine, we like to see cyclists stopping to enjoy the
river, having a break in the pubs and checking out the
If the lead cyclist avoids a hole in the road, those following
up behind him will be watching ahead, keeping in formation. garage shop. Dougie’s pork pies are a well known attraction
at the butcher’s. It is bad news for us as well as the cyclists,
They cannot also be looking down at the same time for
if their journeys are marred by unsafe infrastructure. It is
signs of a broken surface, and are therefore more likely to
clear that the council is struggling to find money for
have a tumble from their bike.
maintenance and repair, but the situation on our local roads
Cycle Club chair, Roger Harrison, cited several incidents of is becoming untenable
and some solution has
falls, resulting so far in nothing more serious than broken
to be found.
spokes. He added, however, that the roads have
deteriorated at an increasing rate, and it is getting harder to
Luctonians Cycle Club
travel safely along them. Most of the erosion is along the
details:
surface nearest to the verge, which is where the cyclists
usually ride without getting in the way of vehicles. As the
www.luctonians.co.uk
potholes increase in number and severity, riders are now
being forced out further towards the centre, causing chaos
for the drivers who come along behind them. Bicycles
swerving, vehicles pulling out to avoid them into the path of
oncoming traffic, frustrated drivers failing to get past groups
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Neighbourhood Development Plan
Chairman Mike Collins
The Leintwardine NDP is Adopted
On the 1st May 2017 Leintwardine Group’s NDP was
formally adopted, following an over 90 percent show of
support in the recent referendum, by Herefordshire Council.
Congratulations and thanks to all those in the
Neighbourhood Planning team who have worked so hard to
achieve this conclusion.
The plan now forms part of the Development Plan for
Herefordshire and can be viewed on the website
www.herefordshire.gov.uk/neighbourhoodplanning.
As part of Herefordshire’s Core Planning Strategy , the plan
must be taken fully into account when decisions on
planning applications in the Parish are made. The Parish
Council has fixed the June 2018 meeting for an initial
review. There are also a number of actions in the Plan
affecting Highways,Open Space and Recreation which the
Parish Council will pursue over the next year.
Delivering the Plan
Those parishioners interested in learning how the NDP will
be implemented should read section 8 on page 33 of the
document.
Of particular significance for the future development of
Leintwardine is the interpretation of paragraph 8.5 which
states that :-

On the 15th April 2017 parts of the Housing and Planning
Act 2016 will be enacted ; this will include “permission in
principle”(PIP).
PIP is a new route to obtaining planning permission for
housing led development for matters such as land use,
location and amount of development Any other
development issues will be seen as “technical details”.
Therefore any site allocation within a neighbourhood
plan which is adopted after the 15th April 2017 will be
considered as having “permission in principle”.
For clarity PIP does not apply to any neighbourhood plan
adopted prior to 15 April 2017.
It is evident that paragraph 8.5 cannot be applied in this
situation. What can be enforced are the special conditions
imposed by the Planning Inspector when outline plan
homes on the Land East of Rosemary was granted. These
conditions can be used to restrict the number of buildings in
a development but stopping the development completely
will not be permitted.
A possible plan for Leintwardine would be as follows:● Phase 1 – 2011-2016 29 dwellings (Policy LG9
Paragraph 5.4 refers).
● Phase 2 – 2017 – 2021 10 dwelling adjacent to
Leintwardine Surgery + 2 infill
● Phase 3 – 2022 – 2031 21 dwellings in northern part of
field “ Land East of Rosemary” plus 6 infill

“ In the event of that the site adjacent to Rosemary is
not brought forward within the timescale required by its
planning permission and this permission is not
renewed , this will trigger a review of this
This divided development could be seen as preferable to
Neighbourhood Plan in order to seek a more
over development of the surgery site.
appropriate site that conflicts less with the
environmental policies in this plan.”

LEINTWARDINE VILLAGE HALL AND COMMUNITY
Leintwardine Centre has two offices available for rent.
Office 1 is on the first floor called the Greenwood Room. It has 3 desks which comfortably accommodate 3 people.
Office 2 is on the ground floor with one desk suitable for just one person.
Both offices have fibre broadband at no extra cost. Free use of the kitchen and car parking are also available.
For further information contact Karen Foote on 01547 540772
Charity No: 616248
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There are currently four Parish Council vacancies - please contact your local councillor ASAP if you are interested!
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Council Matters
Chairman Mike Collins & Councillor Carole Gandy
Leintwardine Parish Roundup
By Chairman Mike Collins

and motorists are made sufficiently aware of the
approaching hazard.
Drainage Issues

The Parish Council has been continuing to progress the
following matters

In April 2016 Amey Construction (contractor for Severn
Trent) inspected the combined sewers on the A4113, the
Highway Matters
High Street, Watling Street and Dark Lane.The drainage
run from Hightree Lodge south to Wheatstone was scanned
Balfour Beatty Living Places (BBLP) are Herefordshire’s
with a camera and a blockage was found. They have
public realm contractor and service local communities
reported that the obstruction consisted of masonry debris
around the county. On the list of their current priorities is the and that the pipework was in poor condition. This
repair of the bridge over the River Teme at
obstruction has now been cleared and Amey/Severn Trent
Leintwardine.Several agencies including the Environment
are continuing with their investigations…
Agency and the Conservation Department at Hereford
council are involved in this project.
Litter Bins
At present BBLP are unable to advise Leintwardine Group
Parish Council of a date when repair works will commence.
However, ward member Carole Gandy is on the case and
has undertaken to keep the Parish Council informed.
In the meantime Leintwardine GPC is liaising wth BBLP’s
locality steward to ensure advisory signage is maintained

Carole in the Community
By Councillor Carole Gandy
I love this time of year a time which I believe shows
Mortimer ward at its best. However potholes and poor
road surfaces continue to cause problems for road
users across the ward and county. This financial year a
few roads in the ward will be surface dressed but there
are no scheduled resurfacing works programmed,
therefore please do not hesitate to contact me if you
have concerns about a particular road and I will do my
best to get the potholes repaired.

The Parish Council has agreed to purchase
a third litter bin to add to the one to be placed
at the entrance to the Herefordshire Trail and
the other by the footpaths adjacent to the
Rosemary play area. The third litter bin will
be installed in The Criftins.

to children through the parasite Toxocariasis that can in
extreme cases cause blindness. Please ensure that
you put your dog poo in the bins provided by the parish
council or take it home.
I recently was contacted by a local resident involved
with The Light Prints project which meets fairly
regularly at Aardvark Books in Brampton Bryan and
offers those with an interest in books an opportunity to
meet new people and talk about a thought provoking
book. I was really impressed with the project. If you
would like to know more about the project, please do
not hesitate to email contactus@lightprints.co.uk or visit
their website www.lightprints.co.uk.

As mentioned previously there are still a number of
The EnviRecover Energy-from-Waste facility which is a
residents unable to access faster broadband. The
joint Herefordshire and Worcestershire project based
latest phase will be carried out by Gigaclear and should
on the Hartlebury Trading Estate is now fully
be completed by the end of 2018. If you are unsure as
operational. The handover follows 33 months
to whether your property is included, either access the
construction programme and is the largest single piece
Fastershire website or contact myself.
of capital infrastructure in the two counties. It marks the
virtual elimination of landfill in these two counties and
Herefordshire Council has set up a website WISH
will turn 200,000 tonnes per year of waste into
where residents, carers, GPs and voluntary
electricity, exporting 15.5 MW of electricity to the grid
organisations can find information on services and
which is sufficient to power all the homes in
support, both statutory and voluntary provided for
Kidderminster.
adults and children within Herefordshire. If you are a
provider of a service and would like your organisation to
Finally for those of you planning community events
be included or are seeking information or assistance,
during the summer I hope they weather is kind to you
please visit the website.
and thank you in advance for all your hard work.
As
always please do not hesitate to contact me if you
Leintwardine has over the past few months been
have
a problem, or just want a chat. I am also always
suffering from a small number of extremely thoughtless
happy
to visit you if that would be easier. Just
and uncaring, dog owners who happily allow their dog
telephone
01568 780583 or email:
to foul the footpaths around the village, in particular
close to the school. This practice not only damages the
carole.gandy@herefordshire.gov.uk
reputation of Leintwardine but it is a real health hazard
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Tales from the bus stop
Kelsey and the Bouncer
The bus was late. We were bored with standing in the cold,
and so it was a relief when one of the regular travellers
struck up a story about a friend of his.

the air. “Clear off and don’t come back. I don’t want to see
you here again, do you hear me?”
The bouncer was big, a classic muscle man with no neck
and hands like spades. Kelsey works out, is proud of his
fitness and quick on his feet, but he stands five foot eight in
his socks, and could only stare out his opponent by gazing
upwards past the man’s burly chin. That didn’t stop him, of
course.

The two drunks closed in, breathing heavily as they pressed
their sweating faces against Kelsey’s back.
“Kelsey is a great guy,” he said.“ Always ready to buy a
round, last one to leave the party, first to give you a hand
“Thump him,” they urged. “Go on.”
.He helped me up three floors with a sofa one time. He has
Kelsey felt their bodies pushing against him from behind,
a heart of gold, but watch out if you spend any time with
and he didn’t like it. “Can you ease off, gents,” he said, still
him. You will never meet another human being for walking
in his reasonable way.
into scrapes like he does.
The two men were immediately enflamed. “Are you talking
Take one night last week, when we left the George and
to us?,” they exclaimed, “Don’t tell us to ease off. We’ll
Heron, around one in the morning. Two very drunk men
were trying to persuade the bouncer at the door to let them ease you off, mate, and your bouncer friend.”
in. He wasn’t having any of it. Tempers were high, so we
slipped past them with our heads down, eyes to the floor,
not saying a word. We set off along the road and then
Kelsey stopped, felt in his pockets and turned back towards
the George. “What are you doing?” I hissed. “Stay out of it.”
“Yeah, yeah,” he said, “I’ll be fine. I think I left my phone on
the table. I will be out in a minute, I just need to nip in and
find it.”
He strolled up to the entrance of the club, and
nodded to the bouncer. “Left my phone, mate,
“he said with a smile. “ Won’t take a moment to
fetch it.”
“Wait a minute,” shouted one of the very drunk,
angry men who had been turned away. “You are
not letting that guy in?”
The bouncer looked at the drunks, both big, ugly
customers and he looked at Kelsey, mild and
smiling and a familiar face.
“Sorry, my friend,” he said. “No one goes back inside.”

One man poked Kelsey, hard, in the kidney. Kelsey whirled
round and pushed him back, saying,” Watch your hands.”
He got no further before he was thumped in the face and
the stomach. The bouncer shouted,” Leave off. No fighting
here.”
One of the two drunks hit him in the mouth. Kelsey
staggered towards the bouncer, tried to guard him from
their blows and received a run of punches for his trouble.
That was too much for us. We all leapt in, and by the
time that the police turned up, we were in a mess. Two
officers sorted us out, divided us from each other
and stood us all apart. In the confusion, Kelsey
disappeared into the club, then re-emerged
moments later, laughing and holding up his mobile
phone for all to see.
“Got it,” he called out gleefully. “We can go home
now.”
That calmed us all down. Now that the anger had
dissipated, the police left, after reading us the riot
act. The two drunks wandered off. We went back
in to the club with the bouncer and had a beer, all
friends together. It was a fine end to the night.

Now, it was quite clear that the bouncer was anxious
to avoid a fight. It was late and he wanted a quiet
end to the evening. Kelsey should have understood
That is what Kelsey is like. Always in scrapes, but it all
and walked away. But this is what I mean about the guy. As works out for him in the end.
calm and reasonable as you could be, he said, “I need my
“So then you went home?”
phone.”
“Well, no. I already told you that you can’t hang around with
“Come back tomorrow,” growled the bouncer.
Kelsey for long without trouble coming to find you. We set
“No way,” said Kelsey.” I need it now.”
off down the road, happy as can be. When we turned the
corner, the two angry drunks were waiting for us. It seems
The two angry drunks began to get interested in the
they decided that we showed a disrespectful attitude to
conversation.
them outside the club.
“Hey,” they shouted, “that’s his property. You can’t take his
property.”
“I am not taking anything,” the bouncer shouted back. “I am
keeping it for him till the morning.”
“You have no business doing that,” bawled the men. “Hand
it over”.
“Butt out,” yelled the bouncer. “Keep out of other people’s
business. And you”, the bouncer turned a now red and
furious face to Kelsey, “Clear off before I ban you from the
club for making trouble.”
Kelsey looked slightly surprised. In his friendly way, he
leaned forward and patted the bouncer on the shoulder.”
No trouble mate, “he said quietly, “ but I will stand here all
night till I get my mobile back.”
The bouncer flinched away as Kelsey patted his shoulder.
“Don’t you touch me,” he bellowed and raised a huge fist in

“Come on, guys,” said Kelsey, draping an arm around the
shoulder of one of the men in a friendly way. The drunks
were in no mood for discussion. They turned on Kelsey, but
he ducked under their grabbing hands and then we all, as
one, ran like hell down the street. We were doing well, the
gap was widening between us and them, and then Kelsey
stopped. He just can’t leave it alone. Life and soul of the
party, a friend in a million, but he isn’t safe to be with!
He stopped dead, while we were legging it. He waved and
laughed, and called out , “ Come on, guys. You can do
better that that. Catch us if you can!”
We carried on running.
“What happened to Kelsey?”
“Don’t know , but he must have been all right. He always
comes out right in the end.”
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